CORP TO CORP
SERVICES
Our Corp to Corp Services division is
designed to provide our customers with
experienced
professionals
on
a
short-term and long-term basis, minimizing turnover, and reinforcing successful working relationships.
Our process is mainly based on selecting and presenting experienced professionals that have the right skills for the
job, but most importantly, we focus on
matching our customers with the right
professionals, ensuring our contribution offers the best results.

ON-DEMAND
PROFESSIONALS
We have access to a large network of professionals who work
exclusively with Mayan Technologies, giving us the capability
and capacity of working with you on finding the best possible
resource(s) for your project.

COST EFFECTIVE
Our professionals can help you reduce overtime, recruiting
time and overhead expenses. By working with you and
performing a full assessment, we can provide you with
resources ready to hit the ground running.

CONTACT
WWW.MAYANTECHS.COM
CONTACT@MAYANTECHS.COM
+1 (855) 444-0090 (TOLL FREE)
+1 (972) 885-2995 (USA)
+52 (812) 556-9138 (MEXICO)
USA - Dallas
CANADA - Halifax
MEXICO - Monterrey

OUR PROCESS
Helping Your Business Grow
Our process is simple and designed to make our new partnership start, and continue to run, as smoothly and efficiently as
possible.
Initial Consultation
We work with you to understand exactly what you
are looking for.
Internal Selection
We select a group of professionals that best fit
your needs and present different options to choose
from.
Candidate Selection
We offer different alternatives and work with you to
ensure you are comfortable with the resources
presented.
Flexible Engagements
We understand no project is the same, consequently, we work with you on defining and tailoring
a unique support program to meet your individual
needs.

Ramp Up – Ramp Down
The advantage of having a dedicated account manager overseeing your project allows us to work
closely with you to ramp up or ramp down depending on your particular needs and the status of your
project.
Our professionals have chosen full-time careers with our
team. In other words, we don’t do subcontractors. If you are
working with us, you are working with our team. This allows
our team to be fully focused on your unique needs as well as
helping us keep an extremely high level of quality and
accountability.
Regardless of the size of your contract or project, you will get
a dedicated Account Manager fully focused on keeping things
moving forward and in the most efficient and effective way
possible.

